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Twitter

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 279

4:00:00 PM SOCIAL 67 N/A

4:00:00 PM SOCIAL 67 N/A

Monday, August 1 4:00:00 PM SOCIAL 71

10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON 299 italys biotech

3:45:00 PM SOCIAL 69

3:45:00 PM SOCIAL 67

Wednesday, August 3 3:45:00 PM SOCIAL 68

Thursday, August 4 10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON 270 Ceramic Tiles

Learn more https://www.expo2030roma.org/en/Friday, August 5 12:00:00 PM GLOBAL 281

Monday, August 8 10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON 337 BBC Yacht

Tuesday, August 9 12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 306 Leam more: https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/maxxi-sustainabilitv-initiative-oovemment-funding-1234619012/ MAXXI Museum

Wednesday, August 10 12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 242

Thursday, August 11 12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 278 Wood Furnishings

https.7/www.vouth4climate.info/Friday, August 12 10:00:00 AM GLOBAL 284 Youth4Climate Logo

Monday, August 15 10:00:00 AM SOCIAL 277 Italian beach

10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON 259 Italian Eyewear

assume 1 impiegato a contratto temporaneo (6 mesi) per la posizione di assistente amministrativo.

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL 358 Now Hiring Italy

Italy is an #Etemallnnovator in space exploration!

Tuesday, August 16 2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 280 ASI Space Photo

10:00:00 AM SOCIAL 355 Leam more: https://blogs.loc.gov/international-collections/2022/06/dantes-rebirth-at-the-librarv-of-congress/ The Divine Comedy

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL 249 Frecce Tricolori

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL 193 N/A

Wednesday, August 17 12:00:00 PM SOCIAL 264 Ground view
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With over 4,000 miles of coastline, Italy boasts a long heritage of boat makers. Now, Italian yacht pioneers are focusing on innovations that combine engineering and 
sustainability, prioritizing protecting the ocean for future generations.
Leam more: https://www.bbc.com/storvworks/be-it-building-on-excellence/-luxurv-vacht-pioneers

Contemporary art meets science and innovation at @Museo_MAXXI, which received funding earlier this year to move to an energy efficient model and become a hub 
of research and sustainability!

Clicca qui per leggere bando e info:
https://ambwashingtondc.esteri.it/ambasciata washington/en/sala-stamoa/dall ambasciata/2022/08/awiso-di-assunzione-di-un-impiegato 6.html

Ettore Prandini - 
President of
Coldiretti

[Thread 1/3]
Have you ever seen the Frecce Tricolori, Italy's colorful aerobatic jets?

Authentic SMadelnltaly products adhere to the highest standards of quality and excellence Ettore Prandini, president of @coldiretti, shares key tools for making sure 
that consumers are knowledgeable about the origins of their products. #belT_________________________________________________________________________

Sustainability is #Madelnltaly

An incredibly advanced example of a circular economy, //Italy’s ceramic tile industry reuses 100% of the waste water and scraps created during production while 
producing and exporting more tiles than any other country in the world!

Urban regeneration. Inclusion. Innovation. That's @Expo2030Roma. By 2050, two-thirds of the world will live in cities, and Rome aims to be the new global model for 
urban living as host of the 2030 World Expo. #CantWaitforExpo2030Roma

From Galileo's telescope, which first observed the mountains & valleys on the Moon, to modem advances thanks to @ASI_spazio, which explores the universe & 
observes the Earth from above, Italy leads the way in outer space.

Until August 31, visitors to @librarycongress will be able to see 35 different copies of Dante's "Divine Comedy" on display! Each was selected due to unique ability to
convey a story through different languages, story changes or illustrations.

Italy is 5th in the world for balance of trade surplus in wood furnishings, with a value of $7.2 billion. This amazing achievement is made possible by sustainability 
efforts in the industry—60% of companies restock from renewable sources!

Happy //InternationalYouthDay! 2022's theme —“Intergenerational Solidarity"—focuses on multigenerational sustainability solutions!

Founded in 1961, these nine aircrafts and their plumes, which feature the three colors from the Italian flag, are among Italy's best known national symbols 

[Thread 2/3]
Piloted by the @ltalianAirForce, "Frecce Tricolori" directly translates to "Tricolor Arrows." The pilots perform 18 impressive primary maneuvers as part of their 
acrobatic program.

[Thread 3/3]
The Frecce Tricolori perform at important events and public holidays in Italy from May to October each year, including //FestaDellaRepubblica in Rome on June 2. If 
you have the opportunity to catch these arrows soaring through the air, don't miss them!

Luigi Scordamaglia -
President of Filiera
Italia

Leam more about Italy's innovations in healthcare and wellness: https://www.bbc.com/storvworks/be-it-building-on-excellence/italvs-biotech 

[like: https://twitter.com/ITAtradeagencv/status/1554808563415109632l________________________________________________________

[like: httos://twitter.com/ExDo2030Roma/status/15547533347452231741_______________________________________________________

[like: https://twitter.eom/iiclosangeles/status/15548723876732641291__________________________________________________________

Sustainability is #Madelnltaly

Ferragosto originates from "Feriae Augusti"—a day of rest after months of hard work during Emperor Augustus' reign. 

Sustainability is #Madelnltaly

Cant Wait Rome
2030

How do supply chains address threats to the SMadelnltaly brand? @L_Scordamaglia, President of Filiera Italia, an organization defending //Italian agrifood, shares 
how they meet challenges by replacing "Italian sounding" counterfeits with genuine, high-quality products. #belT

[like: https://twitter.com/ltalvMFA int/status/15541311697043046411_________________________________________________________________________________

[like: https://twitter.com/ltalvMFA int/status/15541226324544102461_________________________________________________________________________________

[retweet: https://twitter.com/iiclosanqeles/status/1553124072917045248l

From booming startups to centuries-old institutions, //Italy's biotech industry is changing the way diseases are diagnosed and treated around the world.

Italy’s eyewear industry employs 18,000 people, specializing in high-end frames and sunglasses. In 2021, the industry saw a production increase of 4.5% increase 
from 2019, with a continued focus on the circular economy.

Join our team! L'Ambasciata d'Italia a Washington DC
Scadenza 30 agosto.

In 2021, hosted the 1 st #Youth4Climate summit. Now held annually, this year's takes place in New York! Leam more

Buon //Ferragosto! Today marks the beginning of the vacation season for many Italians who will escape the summer heat by visiting the sea, lakes or mountains.
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Ivano
10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON 269

Thursday, August 18 10:30:00 AM POLITICAL 254 Link autopopulates

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL 286 Collodion

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL 95

1:00:00 PM SOCIAL 214 SbelT

3:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 265 N/A

3:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 284

Friday, August 19 3:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 287

a Washington DC

10:00:00 AM SOCIAL 358

10:30:00 AM POLITICAL 70

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL 186

https://iicwashinaton.esteri.it/iic washinaton/en/ali eventi/calendario/2022/08/streamina-aui-rido-io-the-kina.
Monday, August 22 2:00:00 PM SOCIAL 373

9:30:00 AM SOCIAL 70

10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON 273

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL 363 Link autopopulates

2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 220 N/A

2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 306 Colosseum
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Ivano Vacondio - 
President of Italy’s 
food and beverage 
federation,
Federalimentare

2021 ICE Federica 
Pellegrini SUB

Dino Scanavino - 
President of CIA -
Agricoltori Italiani

Italy reflected, Milan,
Monument, Marches

Forlanini Helicopter - 
Public Domain

Ancient Romans took knowledge from Greeks & Etruscans, but factors like wealth and population density led them to innovate Vaults and arches allowed the 
Romans to build massive structures, which were reproduced on a smaller scale across the Empire.

Helicopter over the
Dolomites

[Thread 1/2] 
Happy SWorldPhotographyDay!

And this isn't the only first in the aerospace industry for Italy ...

[thread 3/3]
... In 1930, Corradino D'Ascanio patented the modem helicopter. His design featured two coaxial propellers, which helped control aerodynamic forces and improve 
flying stability.

"Italian-sounding" products attempt to copy the #Madelnltaly brand, but they could never stand up to the quality and excellence of true Italian products. 
Vacondio, President of @FedAlimentare, discusses the importance of product traceability. Check it out

//Italy's Guardia di Finanza @GDF, world-renowned financial police, leads in seizing oligarchs' assets. Read more from @elisabethbraw with @foreignpolicy 
https://foreiqnpolicv.com/2022/08/17/italv-is-leadinq-the-world-in-seizinq-oliqarchs-assets/

Record-setting Italian Olympian @mafaldina88 shares how Italian beauty influenced her life. Check it out
[thread 1/3]..........................................................................................................................................................

Did you know that many of the world's helicopters are built in Lombardy, //Italy? This important contribution is just a continuation of a long history of innovation in the
aerospace industry—thanks to Italy, the //Etemallnnovator! Let's rewind

[thread 2/3]
Before there was the modern helicopter, there was the steam powered Forlanini helicopter, designed in Milan by Enrico Forlanini. It first flew in 1887, and was the first 
object to fly using an engine.

Even Parmigiano cheese falls victim to "Italian-sounding" counterfeit. Dino Scanavino, President of @Cia_Agricoltura, shares how true #Madelnltaly products evoke 
Italy's national landscape, with many locations and processes protected by @UNESCO designation. Check it out

Italy boasts craftsmen of all mediums and generations. //Italian photographer Ferdinando Scianna sat down with @guardian to discuss his 60-year love affair with the
camera, and why he now looks to young photographers for their insights.

Learn about some of Italy's prominent architectural eras! 

[architecture thread 2/6]
First off—Roman architecture!

Italian advanced technologies and innovations continue to improve the aerospace industry!

Join our team! L'Ambasciata d'Italia a Washington DC assume 1 impiegato a contratto temporaneo (6 mesi) per la posizione di assistente amministrativo. 
Scadenza 30 agosto.

When photography emerged in the 19th century, artists came from all over to capture Italy's distinct landscape. With this collection of creative minds, techniques like 
"collodion" on glass negatives developed in Italy, modernizing the craft.

[Thread 2/2]
Now, photographers can capture the unique Italian landscape in stunning clarity!

"We are truly the best at what we do when it comes to fashion, shoes and craftsmanship in general."

Check it out
https://www.theauardian.com/artanddesian/2022/iul/26/photoarapher-ferdinando-scianna-interview-sicilv-magnum

[architecture thread 1/6]
Some of the finest works in western architecture are found in #ltaly, the //Eternalinnovator, and are echoed across the world.

Creative: https: 
//www.canva. 
com/design/DAFJsl6 
VUpc/Oti TaiO-
3w3iwvh 8IBCw/vie 
w? 
utm content=DAFJsl 
6VUpc&utm campai 
gn=designshare&utm 

medium=link&utm 
source=publishsharel 
ink

The 2022 @LENaquatics Championships just finished awarding medals for this year's competition, which took place in Rome! 23 countries competed—and //Italy 
took home first place!

"Qui rido io" ( "The King of Laughter") dramatizes the life of Neapolitan theater legend Eduardo Scarpetta, who almost lost his life's work in a legal battle 
threatening his freedom of expression

Register to stream this film, available Aug. 25-29
html

[retweet: https://twitter.com/ltalvMFA int/status/15620406709231370301

Clicca qui per leggere bando e info:
https://8rnbw3shingtondc.esteri.it/8rnbasci8t3_w8shington/en/s3l3-st8mp3/d8ll_8mb8sci3t9/2022/Q8/8vviso-di-8ssunzione-di-un-inlpieQ8to_6.htrnl

[retweet: https://twitter.com/ltalvMFA int/status/15616258340998225931

Now Hiring Italy

N/A

Link autopopulates

N/A
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Tuesday, August 23 2:45:00 PM POLITICAL 112 //StandWithUkraine

If so, you're wearing the legacy of //Italy, the //Eternalinnovator!

10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON 234 N/A

10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON 292 Blue Jeans

10:30:00 AM POLITICAL 191

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL 240

12:40:00 PM POLITICAL 111 #StandWithUkraine

2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 304

#StandwithUkraine5:50:00 PM POLITICAL 97

5:50:00 PM POLITICAL 227 N/A

Wednesday, August 24 5:50:00 PM POLITICAL 268 N/A

10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON 333 10 selfies

#StandWithUkraine11:45:00 AM POLITICAL 97

12:30:00 PM SOCIAL 274

2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 290 Superga

4:00:00 PM POLITICAL 183 N/A

4:00:00 PM POLITICAL 188 N/A

#StandWithUkraine4:55:00 PM POLITICAL 97

4:55:00 PM POLITICAL 187 N/A

4:55:00 PM POLITICAL 224 N/A

Thursday, August 25 4:55:00 PM POLITICAL 182 N/A

a Washington DC assume 1 impiegato a contratto temporaneo (6 mesi) per la posizione di assistente

11:00:00 AM SOCIAL 366 Now Hiring Italy

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 238 Link autopopulates
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Italy was home to the Renaissance in the 15th century. Architecture of the time featured clearly defined forms and structural elements that expressed their purpose. 
The Medici Riccardio Palace in Florence is a perfect example!

[architecture thread 4/6]
Now let's learn about Baroque architecture!

Clicca qui per leggere bando e info:
https://ambwashinatondc.esteri.it/ambasciata washinqton/en/sala-stampa/dall ambasciata/2022/08/awiso-di-assunzione-di-un-impieqato 6.html

Medici Palace
Riccardi

In just one week, the 79th @la_Biennale Venice Film Festival will begin! Have you checked out the lineup yet? Take a peek and see if you recognize any of the 
featured films
https://www.labiennale.ora/en/cinema/2022/venezia-79-competition

Adopt your hive 
https://oasi.3bee.com/en/owner/beeit-1

Uto Ughi, renowned Italian violinist and conductor, shares the beauty of the "Italian spirit," demonstrating how composers and compositions from Italy bring joy to 
millions. SbelT

Draghi Card with
Photo 8.23.22 v2

Mattarella Card with 
Photo 8.24.22

Draghi Card with 
New Photo 8.24.22 
(D

Draghi Card with 
New Photo 8.25.22

DYK that you can now adopt a beehive in Italy for free? There are 1.4 million apiaries in Italy, and by adopting a hive through 3Bee, you can help protect 6 million 
bees! SbelT

Link autopopulates

Draghi Card with
Photo 8.24.22

Whether for purposeful clothes or comfort items, //Italy has never stopped innovating in the fashion industry!

President of the Italian Republic, Sergio SMattarella, to Ukrainian President Zelenskyy on //Ukraine's Independence Day. Read the full text (Italian) here: https: 
//quirinale.it/elementi/70715.

2021 ICE Uto Ughi
SUB

Modem blue jeans were patented by @LeviStraussCo in 1871, but early jean fabric originated in 15th century Genoa.

[thread 2/2]
The fabric was a "fustian" textile—which means two sets of fabric weaved together, very similar to Genoa's corduroy—used for work clothes by shipbuilders and 
merchants.

//Italian Prime Minister Draghi at the 2022 Rimini Meeting #Meeting22.

"There is a lot of talk about sovereignty. However, to depend—as has happened in the past—for almost half of one's gas supply on a country that has never stopped 
pursuing its imperial past is the exact opposite of sovereignty."

"The Italian government has been pushing hard for a European pricecap on Russian gas. Some countries continue to oppose it as they fear that Russia may interrupt 
supplies. However, frequent interruptions in Russian gas supplies have shown the limits of this position."

Sustainability is //Madelnltaly

//Italian Prime Minister Draghi at the 2022 Rimini Meeting #Meeting22.

"We have one of the richest musical traditions in the world. We are second to no one.”

Baroque buildings usually featured domes, with an emphasis on dramatic effects and a playfulness with the rules of classic design. Turin's Basilica of Superga, 
completed in 1731, is a stunning example of this technique.

"It is thanks to Italy's role as a founding member of the EU that Europe has become a Union of peace and progress. Italy needs a strong Europe as much as Europe 
needs a strong Italy."

"In recent months, we never gave up on our proposals—from improving vaccine supplies, to capping the price of gas imported from Russia, to enlarging the European 
Union to include Ukraine."

//Italian Prime Minister Draghi at the 2022 Rimini Meeting #Meeting22.

"Ukraine is a free, sovereign, democratic country that was brutally attacked by Russia. We can't call ourselves Europeans if we are not ready to defend the dignity of 
Ukraine and Europe."

"At the same time, we must be ready to seize opportunities to attain a lasting and sustainable peace. There is no contradiction between seeking peace, supporting 
Ukraine, and implementing effective sanctions against Russia."

"In any case, in this quest for peace, it is essential that promises be sincere, followed by concrete actions and, above all, that Ukraine decide what terms of peace are 
acceptable."

SICYMI: Join our team! L’Ambasciata d'Italia
amministrativo. Scadenza 30 agosto.

v3 Second Draghi 
Card with New Photo
8.25.22

//Italian Prime Minister Mario Draghi at the II Summit of the Crimea Platform today, 

[thread 1/2]
Are you wearing jeans today?

@SymbolaFondazio’s "Italy in 10 selfies" report, in collaboration with @ltalyMFA and @MiTE_IT, illustrates Italy's successes in the circular economy, trade balance
and innovation. Read the 2022 report https://www.svmbola.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/EN UK -270x210 10selfie-2022 01.04.pdf

From //Italian PM Draghi's video message on the occasion of //Ukraine’s National Day. 

[architecture thread 3/6]
Today, let's learn about Renaissance architecture!
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2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 242 Canova Temple

Friday, August 26 2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 255 Green Towers

Qui rido io

10:00:00 AM SOCIAL 263

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL 281

Monday, August 29 4:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 379 Science. She Savs

ISSNAF brings together 3,000+ scholars, researchers and technologists to connect, empower and celebrate the Italian scientific diaspora.

10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON 290 Register https://issnaf-dmv.eventbrite.com

Draghi 8.30.22

12:00:00 PM POLITICAL 212

4:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 254 Arch of Janus Rome

4:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 278 Arch of Constantine

Tuesday, August 30 4:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 280

Learn more from #belT12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 294

3:00:00 PM SCI/ECON 369

4:15:00 PM SCI/ECON 72

Wednesday, August 31 4:15:00 PM GLOBAL 66 N/A

For the first time ever, six massive Raphael masterpieces are on display in the United States.1

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL STORY N/A

Monday, August 1 4:00:00 PM SOCIAL STORY N/A
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2022 ICE healthcare 
landscape 60
1920x1080 v.3 (2)

DMV ISSNAF KICK 
OFF 8.30.22

[architecture thread 5/6]
After the Renaissance and Baroque periods, Italy experienced a resurgence of classical architectural forms—Neoclassical—with clear references to Greek and 
Roman themes, as seen in Tempio Canoviano, completed in 1830.

[architecture thread 6/6]
Now, Italy is at the forefront of modern design, with architects that integrate sustainability goals into their buildings, like with @boeriarchitetti's Bosco Verticale ( 
Vertical Forest). That's the #Eternallnnovator at work!

As I see IT - Renzo 
Rosso

Today's the last day to stream Mario Martone's "Qui rido io," which tells the life of beloved Neapolitan actor and playwright Eduardo Scarpetta. Don't miss this 
incredible film, which was part of the 78th @la_Biennale Venice Film Festival in 20211 Check it out

"The Italian way of seeing life, in general, is admired around the world."

Last week, //Italian Prime Minister Mario Draghi discussed //Ukraine, the European Union and Italy's future at the 43rd Meeting for Friendship Among Peoples in 
Rimini. Read the full transcript via @Palazzo_Chigi

[thread 1/3]
Many distinctive architecture types originated in Italy, the //Eternalinnovator. One of these structures—the triumphal arch, a free-standing monument shaped like an 
archway—was developed in ancient Rome and has been emulated around the world.

[thread 2/3]
During ancient Roman times, these arches commemorated significant events and victories such as the founding of colonies, the construction of roads or bridges, or 
significant milestones in the imperial family. A great example of this is Rome's Arch of Constantine

@RenzoRosso, renowned Italian fashion designer & founder of OTB Group, which includes the high-end denim brand @DIESEL, shares what he loves about the 
diversity and magic of #Madeinltaly. Watch now

If you're a scientific leader working in academia or government, @ltalyMFA wants to hear from you! Nominate your outstanding female colleagues who are making a
difference in science or technology for the "Science, She Says!" Award by Sept. 16.

They'll be at the @columbusmuseum until Oct. 30. Learn more 
[share to story: https://wwwinstaqram.eom/p/CaCKiMGsO7K/l

[share to story: https://www.instaqram.eom/p/CqnEDF1hk D/1

Roosevelt Arch 
Yellowstone, 
Soldiers and Sailors 
Arch

post as a creative 
card: 
https://iicwashinaton. 
esteri.
it/iic washinqton/en/ 
glieventi/calendario/
2022/08/streaming-
gui-ndo-io-the-kina. 
html

[retweet: https://twitter.eom/ITAtradeagencv/status/15648944561549230081
[like: https://twitter.com/la Biennaie/status/15656447564465766491

[thread 3/3]
There are several post-Roman triumphal arches in the United States, such as the Roosevelt Arch at Yellowstone National Park in Montana, which welcomes visitors 
to the park, and the Soldiers' and Sailors’ Arch in New York City, which celebrates defenders of the Union.

Research & innovation drive Italy’s expanding health & wellness industries, with a mission to promote lifestyles that emulate the Roman poet Juvenal’s ancient saying 
"Mens sana in corpora sano"—"a healthy mind in a healthy body."

Post as a creative 
card: https://www. 
govemo. 
it/en/articolo/prime- 
minister-draghi-s- 
address-43rd-edition- 
meeting-friendship-
among- 
peoples/20428

https://madeinitalv.qov.it/healthcare/

Italian minds are at the front of //sustainability research! A @UChicago team led by //Italian @UChicagoPME professor @gagliardi8 has been awarded $12.5 
million by @ENERGY to find lasting hydrogen energy solutions to replace fossil fuel. Learn more
https://pme-uchicaqo.edu/news/us-department-enerqv-awards-125-million-uchicaqo-new-enerqv-frontier-research-center

Learn more:
https://ambwashingtondc.esteri.it/ambasciata washington/en/sala-stampa/dall ambasciata/2022/Q8/science-she-savs-award.html

Join members of the Italian scientific community to celebrate the creation of @issnaf s new DMV chapter!

Link autopopulates

N/A
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Italy is an #Etemallnnovator in space exploration!

Tuesday, August 2 12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED ASI Space Photo

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Made in Italy

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Handmade

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY

Wednesday, August 3 3:45:00 PM SOCIAL FEED

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED

3:15:00 PM SOCIAL FEED

3:15:00 PM SOCIAL FEED N/A

Thursday, August 4 3:15:00 PM SOCIAL FEED N/A

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED Rome 2030 Expo

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED Feed 1-5

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY N/A
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[insert quiz sticker]
Which city is known as the Italian capital of footwear?

a) 30%
b) 50%
c) 70% (correct)

Portland and Bologna have a lot in common, from their rich gastronomy and artisanal beverages to their educational values and emphasis on music and arts. Each
year, the two cities participate in a youth exchange, where high school students switch cities to experience the similarities—and differences—between the two 
cultures.

1) Evolution & Regeneration
2) Diversity & Inclusion
3) Sustainability & Circularity
4) Digital First & Zero Emission Digital
5) Decentralization & Connection

The first of these was the Sacred Mountain of Varallo, which was developed in 1480. It became the blueprint for future Sacri Monti, including the other eight 
UNESCO-designated areas: Crea, Orta, Varese, Oropa, Ossuccio, Ghiffa, Domodossola and Valperga. Each of the Sacri Monti present paintings and scuptures
depicting episodes of the lives of Jesus, Mary, or the Saints, which make the sites remarkable for their artiste heritage, as well.

Story 4

Story 5

Follow the link in our bio to learn more about Rome's candidacy to host the 2030 World Expo! #CantWaitforExpo2030Roma

Nine groups of chapels and architectural complexes located in the Piedmont and Lombardy regions of northern Italy became @UNESCOworldheritage sites thanks to 
their impressive integration into the beautiful natural landscapes and their spiritual significance. These calvaries, called Sacri Monti ( Sacred Mountains), were
constructed during the late 16th and 17th centuries to create places of prayer in Europe as an alternative to the Holy Land (Jerusalem and Palestine).

a) Bologna
b) Trentino
c) Vigevano (correct)
d) Milan

"Haute couture" is the creation of high-end fashion with handmade elements. It is a deep part of Italy's fashion history, from leatherwork to accessories. 

How much of Italian fashion exports come from "haute couture"?

Vigevano 

Haute Couture

a) being the first of the Sacri Monti (correct)
b) not being on a mountain
c) being the last of the Sacri Monti
d) being the largest calvary

[insert creative]

Learn more about this unique and beautiful @UNESCOworldheritage site
[share post to story]

#UNESCO flPiedmont #Lombardy SSacriMonti #ltaly

[insert creative]

[insert creative]

[insert creative]

[insert quiz sticker]
The Sacred Mountain for Varallo is known for...

From Galileo's telescope in the early 17th century, which first observed the mountains and valleys that we now know cover the Moon’s surface, to modern advances 
thanks to @agenziaspazialeitaliana, which explores solar systems, the universe and observes the Earth from above, Italy continues to lead the way in space 
exploration.

"Made in Italy" and style go hand-in-hand! The Italian fashion industry is a key player in creating a lifestyle coveted by people around the world, thanks to trailblazing 
artisans designing everything from apparel to footwear.

In 2020, Italy was the EU's footwear manufacturing leader.

[insert link: httns://madeinitalv.gov, it/fashion/] Learn more!

[like: https://www.instagram.eom/p/CazD7mnNVh2/1

Italy and the United States share over 50 sister cities that embrace the strong ties between our two countries through culture and economic exchanges. Some of 
these bonds are created and fostered through local government avenues, while others have organizations dedicated to promoting their bond. Today, learn about the 
relationship between Portland, Oregon, and Bologna, Italy—a close relationship fostered by @portland_bologna_sister_city and @portlandstate.

Story 1 

Story 2 

Story 3

Fashion Luxury
Lifestyle

N/A

Bologna City Scape, 
Portland City Scape

N/A

#SisterCities #ltaly #Oregon

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/Ca1xP01Mr9D/1

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CaOBsM5BMB3/1

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/Ca2KWhdhi7l/1

Urban regeneration. Inclusion. Innovation. That's @expo2030_roma! By 2050, two-thirds of the world will live in cities, and Rome aims to be the new global model for 
urban living through five critical themes:
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Friday, August 5

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY Trevi 2

Saturday, August 6 12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY N/A

Monday, August 8 12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED Handmade Shoes

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Italian design 1

Tuesday, August 9

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY N/A

Wednesday, August 10 2:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Grappa

Thursday, August 11 12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED

10:00:00 AM GLOBAL FEED
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Now, Italy has over 5,000 footwear companies—with many focused on innovation and sustainability through advanced technologies, while remaining true to the 
artisanal heritage of the craft.

Grappa originates from Northeastern Italy, and its earliest records date back to the 1600s! The first grappa distillery, @distilleria.nardini, is located near Venice. 
Opened in 1779, it still operates today!

Located in Sicily and founded in 800 BCE, Caltanissetta is the ancestral home of several Italian-American families that have been living in Rochester since the 1920s. 
Rochester is home to the beautiful Italian American Community Center, which celebrates the diverse traditions of Italy and the heritage of Italian immigration to the 
United States Each year, the two cities exchange students!

Caltanissetta,
Rochester NY

Monferrato
Landscape

Italy is known for high-quality shoes, dating back to Ancient Rome Back then, a craftsman known as a "cordwainer" would use locally-sourced materials— 
especially leather—to create handmade shoes perfectly shaped for their wearer.

In Italy, Grappa is usually consumed as a ''digestif'—served on its own before or after a meal. But it can also be mixed into cocktails, like a Sidecar or Negroni, or 
even into espresso coffee.

In 2021, Italy hosted the inaugural #Youth4Climate summit, welcoming young delegates from around the world to discuss climate concerns and present proposals to 
solve them. Now, the initiative is an annual event supported by Italy's @mite_it, with the next conference taking place next month in New York! Sustainability goals 
require a multigenerational effort, and youth across the globe are working on a world for all.

Grappa is made from the skins of wine grapes, called ''pomace.'' A discarded piece of wine production, pomace ensures nothing is wasted while creating a great 
product of its own!

12:00:00 PM

12:00:00 PM

12:00:00 PM 

12:00:00 PM 

8:00:00 AM

8 00 00 AM

SCI/ECON

SCI/ECON

SCI/ECON

SCI/ECON

SOCIAL

SOCIAL

STORY

STORY

Let's put your knowledge to the test! [insert sideways arrow gif]

The world seeks both style and sustainability in design, making Italy the perfect place for innovation.

Vermont's @montshire has a new interactive exhibit featuring his work in action. Check it out
[share to story: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/CaPXed-rJu7/l

We all know and love Italian wines ... but have you tried Grappa? This Italian spirit is gaining popularity in the United States. Let's learn about it!

Milan entrance hall 

Italian design 2

[insert quiz sticker]
Which city welcomes 25% of Italian design companies?
a) Turin
b) Milan (correct)
c) Venice
d) Genoa

Architetti, or architects, are among the most visible representatives of Made in Italy design, always displaying innovation, research and creativity! 

Italian architects continue a long heritage of design excellence.

#SisterCities //Italy #NewYork //Rochester #Sicily

Happy SlnternationalYouthDay! This year, we focus on "Intergenerational Solidarity" to reach the @unitednations's Sustainable Development Goals and combat 
ageism!

Posted

Posted

[insert quiz sticker]
Where does the word "architect" come from?
a) Latin: architectus
b) Greek: apxi-T£KTa)v
c) Both! (correct)

[insert link sticker: https://madeinitaly.gov.it/designl Learn more!

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/ChDa8anPiVG/l

[share to story: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/ChDa8gnPiVG/l

Have you ever wanted to see Leonardo da Vinci's inventions come to life?

3:45:00 PM 

12:00:00 PM

SOCIAL

GLOBAL

In 2020, Italy was the top footwear manufacturer in the European Union, and the 7th largest exporter worldwide! That's a LOT of shoes. 

Italy is a proven hub of design, famous for innovations in architecture, furniture and lighting. So, how much do YOU know about Italian design?

//grappa #italianspirits tfitaly

Italy and the United States share more than 50 sister cities that embrace the cultural similarities and differences between our two countries! Today, learn about the
bond between Rochester, New York, and Caltanissetta, Italy—a pair that's been together since 1965.

[like: https://www.instaqram.eom/p/Cq4WfCtMpnO/l

#OTD in 1697, Nicola Salvi was born! A renowned ftltalian architect and sculptor, he's best known as the designer of the spectacular Trevi Fountain in Rome. 

It took 30 years to build this masterpiece, and Salvi unfortunately passed before its completion in 1762. Now, his legacy lives on as hundreds of thousands of people 
visit each year to see his creation.

Learn more about the Trevi Fountain
[share to story: https://www. instaaram. com/p/Cd3cJb4M3 Te/I

As the SEtemallnnovator, Italy boasts endless designers and creatives that put modem spins on traditional crafts—like footwear! Italian shoemakers have held the 
reputation as being some of the best in the world for centuries Let’s learn about the industry:

STORY

STORY

FEED

STORY

Italian design 3 

belT Design image

N/A

N/A

FEED

STORY

N/A 

Trevi 1
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12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED SUNESCO #Tivoli SAncientRome

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY [insert creative]

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY N/A

1:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED N/A

1:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED N/A

1:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED N/A

1:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED N/A

Friday, August 12 1:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED N/A

Check out these fun facts about this popular Italian sparkling white wine:

60% of prosecco is made in the Conegliano and Valdobbiadene areas, where the climate of the Dolomites creates the perfect environment for the grapes to grow.

Prosecco can be a stand-alone drink, but it can also be mixed with other ingredients! For example, prosecco is a key ingredient in the famed Aperol Spritz.

Saturday, August 13 12:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Prosecco

Monday, August 15 10:00:00 AM SOCIAL FEED Italian beach

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Lamborghini

automotive brand?

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Fiat

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Cruise deck

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Capri
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Located in Tivoli, near Rome, Villa Adriana is a masterpiece that combines the highest architectural expressions of the Greek, Roman and Egyptian traditions. The 
complex was built as a retreat for Roman Emperor Hadrian between 117 and 138 AD as a symbol of a power that was gradually becoming absolute. Villa Adriana 
inspired architects willing to rediscover classical architecture during the Renaissance and the Baroque period, and continues to influence many contermporary 
architects and designers.

The sprawling site contains thirty buildings that were built specifically for the Emperor's court. It includes libraries, theaters, gardens, reflective pools, and residential 
buildings. Some notable features include the Temple of Cnidian Aphrodite—a shrine to the goddess Aphrodite—and the Golden Square, with columns made of 
cipollino marble and Egyptian granite.

According to DOCG standards, prosecco can only officially be made in certain parts of northeastern Italy, in the Prosecco region! The wine is trademarked, 
regulated, and geographically-protected.

a) military training
b) burial grounds
c) space exploration
d) a retreat (correct)

Let's find out! [insert sideways arrow gif]

Italy is a global leader in the automotive sector, employing a quarter of a million people.

[insert quiz sticker]
What's the oldest existing
a) Fiat (correct)
b) Lamborghini
c) Maserati
d) Ferrari

Fiat was founded in 1899in Turin by Giovanni Agnelli, and it was Europe's largest car manufacturer until the 1980s. Now, Fiat is part of Stellantis, which formed in
2021!

[placeholder for pho 

[placeholder for
creative] 

[placeholder for 
creative][insert creative]

[insert quiz sticker]
What was the purpose of the Villa Adriana?

In addition to producing iconic on-land vehicles, Italy has a robust nautical industry with the largest superyacht and cruise shipbuilding sectors in the world. 

True or False?

Vintage Fiat

Yacht

[insert quiz sticker]
1 in 7 cruise passengers woddwide sail on Italian ships.
a) True
b) False (correct)

It's actually 1 in 3! If you've ever been on a cruise, you may have benefitted from Italian excellence in the nautical industry.

[insert creative]

Learn more about this expansive @UNESCOwortdheritage site! 
[share post to story]

[like: https://www instaqram.eom/p/ChAEbEus5BA/l 

[like: https://www.instaqram.eom/p/ChCpNrksvM /l 

[like: httDs://www.instaaram.com/D/ChFOA1FFiya/l

[like: https://www.instaqram.eom/p/ChHvOFHslYl/l

[like: httDs://www.instaaram.com/D/ChKXmiUs4xm/l

Happy National Prosecco Day in the U.S.!

[placeholder for 
creative]

[placeholder for 
creative]

Snationalproseccoday Bproseccoday Sitalianprosecco //prosecco Sitalianwines Sitaliansparklingwine Sitalianwine Svinoitaliano Sproseccoitaliano Sviniitaliani Swine 
Swines Sitaly Sitalia Sitalian

Buon SFerragosto! Today marks the beginning of the vacation season for many Italians who will escape the summer heat by visiting the sea, lakes or mountains.

SDYK that Ferragosto has ancient roots? The holiday originates from "Feriae Augusti"—a day of rest after months of hard work, first introduced in 18 BC during 
Emperor Augustus' reign.

Italy's automotive industry has produced some iconic cars over the years, but it's more than just speed and style. How much do you know about Italy's innovative 
automotive sector?

According to @coldiretti, Italy's prosecco exports soared in 2021, and the sparkling wine contributed heavily to the 12% growth in Italian wine exports from 2020 to 
2021.
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12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Automotive

Roman Vaults and arches allowed the Romans to build massive public structures, which were then reproduced on a smaller scale across the Empire.

Italy was home to the Renaissance! The architectural traditions of the time featured clearly defined forms and structural elements that expressed

Baroque Many baroque buildings featured domes, with an emphasis on dramatic effects and a playfulness with the rules of classic design.

Neoclassical A resurgence of more classical architectural forms took place during this era, with clear references to Greek and Roman themes.

Vertical
Tuesday, August 16 2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED

Wednesday, August 17 12:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Frecce Tricolori

The two cities work together to promote understanding and mutual respect through exchanges of culture, art, education, community and economic development.

Thursday, August 18 12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED

11:00:00 AM GLOBAL FEED

Inscribed in 2008, Italy and Switzerland work in cooperation to manage this @UNESCOworldheritage site as it passes between the two countries.

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED #UNESCO #RhaetianRailway #ltaly #Switzerland #SwissAlps SAIbula SBernina

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY [insert creative]

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY [insert creative]

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY [insert creative]

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY [insert creative]

2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY

Friday, August 19 2:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED
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Besides just being a sight to behold, the Rhaetian Railway was a critical tool in connecting remote communities located in the Central Alps at the beginning of the 20th 
century. Once the isolation between communities ended, they were able to share their values and ways of life, enhancing the strength of the region on a cultural and 
socio-economic level.

Founded in 1961 and piloted by members of the Italian Air Force, these nine aircrafts and their plumes, which feature the three colors from the Italian flag, are among 
Italy’s best known national symbols.

Notably, Perugia hosts an International Marketplace, devoted to economic engagement with its sister cities. Representatives from Grand Rapids bring traditional
Michigan products like dried fruits and nuts, buttery caramel com, maple syrup, and products made from cherry wood

Colosseum, Medici 
Palace Riccardi,
Superga, Canova
Temple, Green 
Towers

Perugia, Grand
Rapids

Collodion, Italy 
reflected, Milan,
Monument

When photography emerged in the 19th century, artists came from all over to capture Italy's distinct landscape. With this collection of creative minds, techniques like 
"collodion" on glass negatives developed in Italy, modernizing the craft.

Every other year, countries from across Europe send their best athletes to participate in @leneuropeanaquatics ’s European Aquatics Championship—the premier 
European aquatics competition. This year's competition, which took place from August 11-21, was hosted by Italy’s @fedemuoto in Rome! 23 countries competed— 
and Italy took home first place!

SSisterCities Sltaly #Michigan #GrandRapids #Perugia 

Happy #WorldPhotographyDay!

Now, photographers can capture the unique Italian landscape in stunning clarity. Swipe to see some gorgeous shots of Italy!

Innovative architecture. Thoughtful civil engineering. Harmony with its surroundings. These are the hallmarks of the Rhaetian Railway in the Albula/Bemina
Landscapes, which connects the Italian town of Tirano to the Swiss town of St. Moritz across the Alps.

The Frecce Tricolori perform at important events and public holidays in Italy from May to October each year, including #FestaDellaRepubblica in Rome on June 2. If 
you have the opportunity to catch this impressive airshow, don’t miss itl

Italy shares over 50 sister cities with the United States, each with a unique bond dedicated to celebrating the ties between our two countries. Today, learn about the
bond between Perugia, Italy, and Grand Rapids, Michigan, which have been joined as sister cities since 1992!

Renaissance
their purpose.

[insert link: https://madeinitaly. gov, it/auto/1 Learn more!

Italy, the #Eternallnnovator, widely influenced the architecture of the world. Some of the finest works in western architecture are found in Italy (do the Roman 
Colosseum, Renaissance-era Medici Riccardi Palace, Baroque-era Basilica di Superga or Neoclassical Tempio Canoviano ring any bells?). Let's learn about some of 
Italy's prominent architectural eras!

[placeholder for 
photos]

[placeholder for 
creative] 

[placeholder for 
creative] 

[placeholder for 
creative] 

[placeholder for 
creative]

[placeholder for 
creative][insert creative]

Learn more about this architectural @UNESCOworldheritage site
[share post to story]

Now Italy is at the forefront of modem design, with architects that integrate sustainability goals with their buildings, like with Boeri Studio’s Bosco Verticale ( 
Forest). Swipe through to see Italian architecture evolve through the years!

Have you ever seen the Frecce Tricolori, Italy's colorful aerobatic jets?

N/A 

Creative: https: |
//www.canva.
com/desiqn/DAFJrw i 
wrmOI/YqhEKAo9Qk i 

dECXOglrUqw/view i 
? I
utm content=DAFJr i 
wwrmOI&utm campa \ 
iqn=desianshare&ut \ 
m medium=link&utm ! 
source=publishshar I 

elink
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Monday, August 22 2:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Qui rido io

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Let's find out! [insert sideways arrow gif]

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Mars

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY

Tuesday, August 23 2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED Jacuzzi

Wednesday, August 24

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL STORY N/A

Thursday, August 25 2:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED SSisterCities //Boston #Padua #Massachusetts #ltaly @italyinboston
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[insert quiz sticker]
Who developed the first production helicopter?
a) Corradino D'Ascanio (correct)
b) Enrico Piaggio
c) Ferdinando Innocenti
d) Giovanni Agnelli

This sister city tie was established in 1983, and it's strengthened through a shared dedication to educational excellence, evidenced by the prestigious universities in
both cities. Each year, Padua and Boston share students at both the high school and college level!

Additionally, the two cities enjoy cultural exchanges—such as "Padua Week," which features fashion, art, culinary demonstrations, music, and dancing—and business 
agreements between economic development organizations in both regions.

It's Venice! In just one short week, Venice will be teeming with excited visitors of the 79th @labiennale Venice Film Festival. This year's lineup features films from 
Italy, the United States, France, Iran and more!

Padua Riverside,
Boston MA

Candido Jacuzzi and his family immigrated from Italy to California in the early 1920s, where, driven by their uniquely Italian ingenuity, they began a manufacturing 
company that worked on everything from airplanes to irrigation pumps The jacuzzi, however, started as a personal project—when a family member developed
rheumatoid arthritis, Candido's inventive mind began seeking ways to soothe his joint pain without the need to travel to local hydrotherapy baths.

"Qui rido io" ( "The King of Laughter") dramatizes the life of beloved Neapolitan actor, playwright and comic theater legend Eduardo Scarpetta, who almost lost his 
life's work in a nasty legal battle that threatened his freedom of expression.

Some of the US films you'll see featured this year include: 
The Whale
White Noise
Blonde
Tar
Bones and All
All the Beauty and the Bloodshed

... and more!

Posted

Posted

Posted

12:00:00 PM

12:00 00 PM
12:00:00 Pm'

SOCIAL

SOCIAL

SOCIAL

Follow the link in our bio to register with @iicwashington to stream "Qui rido io," available this Thursday, August 25, through August 29!

Italy's aerospace sector has vaulted into the top 10 in the world—but how much do YOU know about it?

Italy ranks as the third country contributing to the European Space Agency. The total Italian contribution to the International Space Station's budget amounts to 40%! 

True or False?

ASI M31 Spiral 
Galaxy 

International Space
Station

Helicopter

Aerospace and 
Security[insert link sticker: https://madeinitalv.aov.it/technologies/] Learn more!

As the SEtemallnnovator, Italy is full of creative minds that have forever changed the world. Today, let's learn about one of those minds. Candido Jacuzzi, patriarch of
the highly inventive Jacuzzi family, invented ... you guessed it... the jacuzzi!

#BiennaleCinema2022 #Venezia79

[like: https://www.instaqram.eom/p/ChpxdqlPvlT/l

[like: https://www instaaram.eom/p/ChpxdglPvlT/l

ICYMI: Today is the first day to stream "Qui rido io"( "The King of Laughter') with @iicwashington. Learn more about the film

[share Qui rido io post to story]

The United States and Italy share over 50 sister cities that facilitate cross-cultural exchanges across the globe! Today, let's learn about the bond between an East 
Coast giant—Boston, Massachusetts—and a beautiful riverside city—Padua.

Before Candido Jacuzzi, the concept of a heated whirlpool bath was not unheard of. In fact, many ancient cultures, including the Romans, made use of natural hot 
springs. However, the experience was almost entirely limited to where these hot springs were located. Now, jacuzzis can be installed in any household, whether to 
soothe achy joints or provide relaxation!

Recognize this beautiful landscape?

[insert quiz sticker]
Marsis, an radar, enabled the discovery of water on Mars.
a) True (correct)
b) False

Italy also boasts aerospace innovations outside of space travel!

FEED

FEED

STORY

Venice

N/A

N/A
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12:00:00 PM[£ GLOBAL FEED FEED 1-5

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY STORY 1

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY STORY 2

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY STORY 3

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY STORY 4

Friday, August 26 12:00:00 PM GLOBAL STORY N/A

10:00:00 AM SOCIAL STORY N/A

Monday, August 29 3:00:00 PM SCI/ECON REEL

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED

Tuesday, August 30 4:25:00 PM SOCIAL FEED N/A

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Wellness

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Saturnia

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Clinical Study

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY Research

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY

12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON STORY

Wednesday, August 31 4:45:00 PM SOCIAL FEED N/A

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Link autopopulates

Monday, August 1 4:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED

Tuesday, August 2 12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED ASI Space Photo

10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON FEED Link autopopulates
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Ideas developed not only in arts and culture, but also in mathematics and science. Many of the brightest minds of the 15th century came together in the Historic 
Center of Urbino to develop urban projects, theorize about the universe, and share humanist values.

Urbino's historic center was inscribed as a @UNESCOworldheritage site in 1998 due to its humanist influence over all of Europe, and for the Renaissance art and 
architecture preserved there. Now, the Historic Center of Urbino exists as a reminder of the past, with Renaissance elements perfectly intact behind its iconic walls.

Swipe through to see some iconic triumphal arches around the globe—the Arch of Constantine in Rome, Arc De Triomphe in Paris and the Roosevelt Arch at 
Yellowstone National Park in the United States!

For the first time in their centuries-old history, six enormous tapestries created by the great Italian Renaissance master Raphael are on display in the United States! 
Normally housed in Germany's Gemaldegalerie Alte Meister, these masterpieces have made their way to Ohio, where visitors to the @columbusmuseum can view the 
stunning New Testament scenes, coat of arms and floral motifs.

Learn more about Italy's innovations in healthcare and wellness 
https://www.bbc.com/storvworks/be-it-buildino-on-excellence/italvs-biotech

Arch of Constantine, 
Arc De Triomphe 
Paris, Roosevelt 
Arch Yellowstone

For a brief period during the Renaissance, one small hill town arose from the remains of a fortified Roman settlement to become one of the major cultural centers of 
Europe. Known as Urbino, its sudden and brief cultural flowering attracted artists and scholars from all over Italy during the 15th century. They brought their ideas 
together before spreading them to the rest of the region and beyond.

a) a major cityscape
b) a Roman settlement (true)
c) an Etruscan town
d) an island villa

Learn more about this influential @UNESCOworldheritage site! 
[share Urbino post to story]

Today's the last day to stream Qui rido io with @iicwashington! Learn more 
[share to story: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/ChkiAk6rCW0/l

"The Italian way of seeing life, in general, is admired around the world."

Bologna University

Healthcare and
Wellness

From Galileo's telescope in the early 17th century, which first observed the mountains and valleys that we now know cover the Moon's surface, to modern advances 
thanks to @agenziaspazialeitaliana, which explores solar systems, the universe and observes the Earth from above, Italy continues to lead the way in space 
exploration.

From booming startups like @prebiomics and @cellexpansiondevices to centuries-old institutions like @unibo.it, Italy's biotech industry is building on generations of 
research and knowledge to change the way diseases are diagnosed and treated around the world.

One out of every five clinical studies in the European Union is conducted in Italy, and the quality of the Italian research system is unparalleled around the world, 

[insert quiz sticker]
In 2020, Italy ranked 1st for ...
a) scientific pharmacological publications (correct)
b) world exports for medicines
c) wellness programs
d) number of biotech companies

Something that makes Italy's research system so impressive is its access to ancient knowledge and universities—like the University of Bologna, the oldest in Europe.

//UNESCO //Urbino //Renaissance //Italy

[insert creative]

[insert creative]___________________________

[insert creative]

[insert quiz sticker]
What type of environment did Urbino rise out of?

As I see IT - Renzo 
Rosso

[insert link: https://madeinitalyqov.it/liealthcare/] Learn more [insert arrow GIF]

[like: https://www.instagram.com/p/Ch7vUFNOBOF/?hl=enl 

Facebook

Learn more about the exhibit, on display until October 30
https://www dispatch com/storv/entertainment/arts/2022/07/24/raohael-dresden-taoestries-columbus-museum-art-exhibit-exclusive/10073708002/ 

[share: https://www.facebook.com/italvinlosanaeles/posts/pfbid02hJJazG6sMH4GAamJaL1a7V7iaV9V3oQMRt2PfevCL9USv2MvoADER3Jg2wTib3WZIl 

Italy is an Eternal Innovator in space exploration!

@renzorosso, renowned Italian fashion designer and founder of @otb, which includes the high-end denim brand @diesel, joined Z/belT's "As I See IT" campaign to 
share what he loves about the diversity and magic of SMadelnltaly. Watch now!

Many distinctive architecture types originated in Italy, the //Eternalinnovator. One of these structures—the triumphal arch, a free-standing monument shaped like an 
archway—was developed in ancient Rome and has been emulated around the world. During ancient Roman times, these arches commemorated significant events
and victories such as the founding of colonies, the construction of roads or bridges, or significant milestones in the imperial family.

[like: https://www.instaaram.eom/p/Ch4t59gMdN9/l

Research and innovation drive Italy's expanding health and wellness industries. Let's learn about Italy's mission to promote a healthy lifestyle! [insert arrow gif] 

Almost 2,000 years ago, the Roman poet Juvenal wrote "Mens sana in corpore sano"—"a healthy mind in a healthy body." These are the pillars of Italy's health and 
wellness industries.
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Wednesday, August 3

Thursday, August 4

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED Rome 2030 Expo

Friday, August 5

10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON FEED Link autopopulates

Monday, August 8 12:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED Handmade Shoes

Tuesday, August 9

Wednesday, August 10 2:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Grappa
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1) Evolution & Regeneration
2) Diversity & Inclusion
3) Sustainability & Circularity
4) Digital First & Zero Emission Digital
5) Decentralization & Connection

Italy is known for high-end high quality shoes, dating back to Ancient Rome. Then, a craftsman known as a "cordwainer" would use locally-sourced material; 
especially leather—to create handmade shoes perfectly shaped for their wearer.

Now, Italy has over 5,000 footwear companies—with many focused on innovation and sustainability through advanced technologies, while remaining true to the 
artisanal heritage of the craft.

Grappa originates from the Lombardy region in Italy, and its earliest records date back to the 1600s! The first grappa distillery, @Distilleria.Nardini, is located near 
Venice. Opened in 1779, it still operates today!

In Italy, grappa is usually consumed as a "digestif—served on its own before or after a meal. But it can also be mixed into cocktails, like a Sidecar or Negroni, and 
even into espresso coffee.

Located along the coast of Sardinia, the "Cammino 100 Torri"—or 100 Towers Path—has some stunning views, challenging climbs and a rich history. Built centuries 
ago to protect the island from enemy invaders, the towers that give the trail its name remind visitors that the land was once traversed by anyone from warriors and 
raiders to pilgrims and priests.

Grappa is made from the skins of wine grapes, called "pomace." A discarded piece of wine production, pomace ensures nothing is wasted while creating a great 
product of its own!
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Learn more
https://www.bbc.com/storvworks/be-it-buildinq-on-excellence/-luxurv-vacht-pioneers

As the Eternal Innovator, Italy boasts endless designers and creatives that put modem spins on traditional crafts—like footwear! Italian shoemakers have held the 
reputation as being some of the best in the world for centuries. Let's learn why:

Feed 1-5

N/A

Portland and Bologna have a lot in common, from their rich gastronomy and artisanal beverages to their educational values and emphasis on music and arts. Each
year, the two cities participate in a youth exchange, where high school students switch cities to experience the similarities—and differences—between the two 
cultures.

[like: https://www.facebook.com/iicwashinatondc/posts/pfbid0QtkvpaZ7FxGe6KE2cCzipKYBCPWpRhJs1mezRcvEvhQavftxZuAPzzBi3NvCdN45ll
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In 2020, Italy was the top footwear manufacturer in the European Union, and the 7th largest exporter worldwide! That's a LOT of beautiful shoes. 

Contemporary art meets science and innovation at @museomaxxi, which received funding earlier this year to move to an energy efficient model and become a hub of 
research and sustainability! MAXXI is Italy's only museum dedicated solely to contemporary art, and now it has its eyes on the future.

Hike: https://www.facebook.com/iicla/posts/pfbid0H8No8n2YfHQMGftJZP9WFkkpmD7DbF1ZA9hFxnN7HsoXdiUdef2HpFBxaiX57Eoxll

Urban regeneration. Inclusion. Innovation. That's @Expo2030Roma! By 2050, two-thirds of the world will live in cities, and Rome aims to be the new global model for 
urban living through five critical themes:

Learn more
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/maxxi-sustainabilitv-initiative-aovemment-funding-1234619012/

[like: https://www facebook com/nationalaalleryofart/posts/pfbid0coiaJisymQYNRCxFofiaAGPBHeL5LacA4xY2HBP5f5saaiaNkNUPMa7CiyF78RUkll 

[share: https://www.facebook.eom/nationalaallervofart/posts/pfbid0coiaJisvmQYNRCxFofiaAGPBHeL5LacA4xY2HBP5f5saaiaNkNUPMazCivEz8RUkll

We all know and love Italian wines ... but have you tried Grappa? This Italian spirit is gaining popularity in the United States. Let's learn about it!

Leam more about Rome's candidacy to host the 2030 World Expo https://www.expo2030roma.org/en/

Nine groups of chapels and architectural complexes located in the Piedmont and Lombardy regions of northern Italy became @UNESCO sites thanks to their 
impressive integration into the beautiful natural landscapes and their spiritual significance. These calvaries, called Sacri Monti ( Sacred Mountains), were
constructed during the late 16th and 17th centuries to create places of prayer in Europe as an alternative to the Holy Land (Jerusalem and Palestine).

Have you taken a trip along the 100 Towers Path? Leam more about the experience from @cnntravel
https://www.cnn.com/travel/article/sardinia-coastal-hike-italv-100-towers-path-cmd/index.html

[like: https://www.facebook com/iicla/oosts/pfbid09xPaALxnpbmcdKirbM8Zkk9RxKs7DYtDnFpArq9bFehNAJ77Ce38bwnVF1HNwLdbll

Italy and the United States share over 50 sister cities that embrace the strong ties between our two countries through culture and economic exchanges. Some of 
these bonds are created and fostered through local government avenues, while others have organizations dedicated to promoting their bond. Today, leam about the 
relationship between Portland, Oregon, and Bologna, Italy—a close relationship fostered by @PBSCAand @PortlandStateU.

Bologna City Scape, 
Bologna Walking
Trail, Portland City 
Scape, Portland 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A

Link autopopulates

N/A

The first of these was the Sacred Mountain of Varallo, which was developed in 1480. It became the blueprint for future Sacri Monti, including the other eight 
UNESCO-designated areas: Crea, Orta, Varese, Oropa, Ossuccio, Ghiffa, Domodossola and Valperga. Each of the Sacri Monti present paintings and scuptures 
depicting episodes of the lives of Jesus, Mary, or the Saints, which make the sites remarkable for their artiste heritage, as well.

[like: httos://www facebook com/iicwashinatondc/Dosts/ofbid0?7r31xl KDs7Kh9aiyb94LKJi3JEWfPfzaJbdhtw7XoQAWxifJLfvXxvmApQtTv5uCll

With over 4,000 miles of coastline, Italy boasts a long heritage of boat makers. Now, Italian yacht pioneers like @Benettiyachts and @AMERyacht are making strides
in innovations that combine engineering and sustainability, prioritizing protecting the ocean for generations to come.

Link autopopulates

N/A

N/A
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Thursday, August 11 12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED

10:00:00 AM GLOBAL FEED Youth4Climate Logo

Friday, August 12

60% of prosecco is made in the Conegliano and Valdobbiadene areas, where the climate of the Dolomites creates the perfect environment for the grapes to grow.

Saturday, August 13 12:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Prosecco

Monday, August 15 10:00:00 AM SOCIAL FEED Italian beach

a Washington DC assume 1 impiegato a contratto temporaneo (6 mesi) per la posizione di assistente amministrativo.

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Now Hiring Italy

Roman Vaults and arches allowed the Romans to build massive public structures, which were then reproduced on a smaller scale across the Empire.

Italy was home to the Renaissance! The architectural traditions of the time featured clearly defined forms and structural elements that expressed

Baroque Many baroque buildings featured domes, with an emphasis on dramatic effects and a playfulness with the rules of classic design.

Neoclassical A resurgence of more classical architectural forms took place during this era, with clear references to Greek and Roman themes.

Vertical
Tuesday, August 16 2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Frecce Tricolori
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Italy and the United States share more than 50 sister cities that embrace the cultural similarities and differences between our two countries! Today, learn about the
bond between Rochester, New York, and Caltanissetta, Italy—a pair that’s been together since 1965.

Renaissance
their purpose.

The Frecce Tricolori perform at important events and public holidays in Italy from May to October each year, including Festa della Repubblica in Rome on June 2. If 
you have the opportunity to catch this impressive airshow, don’t miss it!

Colosseum, Medici 
Palace Riccardi,
Superga, Canova
Temple, Green 
Towers

Caltanissetta,
Rochester NY

According to DOCG standards, prosecco can only officially be made in certain parts of northeastern Italy, in the Prosecco region! The wine is trademarked, 
regulated, and geographically-protected.

Founded in 1961 and piloted by members of the @AeronauticaMilitareOfficialPage, these nine aircrafts and their plumes, which feature the three colors from the 
Italian flag, are among Italy's best known national symbols.

In 2021, Italy hosted the inaugural #Youth4Climate conference, welcoming young delegates from around the world to discuss climate concerns and present proposals 
to solve them. Now, the initiative is an annual event supported by Italy's @MinisteroTransizioneEcologica, with the next conference taking place next month in New 
York! Sustainability goals require a multigenerational effort, and youth across the globe are working on a world for all.

Located in Sicily and founded in 800 BCE, Caltanissetta is the ancestral home of several Italian-American families that have been living in Rochester since the 1920s. 
Rochester is home to the beautiful @IACCROC, which celebrates the diverse traditions of Italy and the heritage of Italian immigration to the United States. Each year, 
the two cities exchange students!

Happy International Youth Day! This year’s theme is "Intergenerational Solidarity,” with an emphasis on leveraging the full potential of each generation to reach the 
@unitednations's Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and combat ageism.

Clicca qui per leggere bando e info:
https://ambwashinqtondc.esteri.it/ambasciata washinqton/en/sala-stampa/dall ambasciata/2022/08/avviso-di-assunzione-di-un-impieqato 6.html

Italy, the Eternal Innovator, widely influenced the architecture of the world. Some of the finest works in western architecture are found in Italy (do the Roman 
Colosseum, Renaissance-era Medici Riccardi Palace, Baroque-era Basilica di Superga or Neoclassical Tempio Canoviano ring any bells?). Let's learn about some of 
Italy's prominent architectural eras!
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Posted

Posted

Posted
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The sprawling site contains thirty buildings that were built specifically for the Emperor's court. It includes libraries, theaters, gardens, reflective pools, and residential 
buildings. Some notable features include the Temple of Cnidian Aphrodite—a shrine to the goddess Aphrodite—and the Golden Square, with columns made of 
cipollino marble and Egyptian granite.

[like: https://www.facebook.com/iicwashinqtondc/posts/pfbid0JVn2DhkopWR8cVwxc7YwSUPfPtoBM18VFiUGRAA5Gx6ziqUuqsFZfFoLeUvKzUoBI1

[like: https '.‘.vav facebook.com/iicwashinqtondc/posts/plbid09mb4vt 7QptkfQp9bCiSr4RgGR7Cl:, 1a2CHfPEJI]

[like: https://www.facebook.com/iicwashinqtondc/posts/pfbid0GaGpNnAuxJtR4MkD1vWruixactpwNRYizQwNGFe2HRN2QSbWaTt7dS8iUUBGUcP4ll
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Did ycu know that Ferragosto has ancient roots? The holiday originates from "Feriae Augusti"—a day of rest after months of hard work, first introduced in 18 BC 
during Emperor Augustus' reign.

Join our team! L'Ambasciata d'Italia
Scadenza 30 agosto.

Now Italy is at the forefront of modem design, with architects that integrate sustainability goals with their buildings, like with Boeri Studio's Bosco Verticale ( 
Forest).

Have you ever seen the Frecce Tricolori, Italy's colorful aerobatic jets?

Prosecco can be a stand-alone drink, but it can also be mixed with other ingredients! For example, prosecco is a key ingredient in the famed Aperol Spritz. 

Buon Ferragosto! Today marks the beginning of the vacation season for many Italians who will escape the summer heat by visiting the sea, lakes or mountains.

Leam more https://www.vouth4climate.info/

Located in Tivoli, near Rome, Villa Adriana is a masterpiece that combines the highest architectural expressions of the Greek, Roman and Egyptian traditions. The 
complex was built as a retreat for Roman Emperor Hadrian between 117 and 138 AD as a symbol of a power that was gradually becoming absolute. Villa Adriana 
inspired architects willing to rediscover classical architecture during the Renaissance and the Baroque period, and continues to influence many contermporary 
architects and designers.

According to Coldiretti, Italy's prosecco exports soared in 2021, and the sparkling wine contributed heavily to the 12% growth in Italian wine exports from 2020 to 
2021.

[like: https://www.facebook.com/iicwashinotondc/posts/pfbid0L1N1o1QxXujyP3Hw7qeiYkCDcZRrikZ46WBriqspbrSuN7QuYnPuZDn1VKA63Kvll

Happy National Prosecco Day in the U.S.! Check out these fun facts about this popular Italian sparkling white wine:

[placeholder for pho
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Wednesday, August 17 2:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED Link autopopulates

The two cities work together to promote understanding and mutual respect through exchanges of culture, art, education, community and economic development.

Thursday, August 18 12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED

11:00:00 AM GLOBAL FEED Link autopopulates

12:30:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Link autopopulates

Friday, August 19 2:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED

10:00:00 AM SOCIAL FEED

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED

https://iicwashinatonesteri.
Monday, August 22 2:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Link autopopulates

12:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Link autopopulates

Tuesday, August 23 2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED Jacuzzi
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Besides just being a sight to behold, the Rhaetian Railway was a critical tool in connecting remote communities located in the Central Alps at the beginning of the 20th 
century. Once the isolation between communities ended, they were able to share their values and ways of life, enhancing the strength of the region on a cultural and 
socio-economic level.

Clicca qui per leggere bando e info:
https://ambwashingtondc.esteri.it/ambasciata washington/en/sala-stampa/dall ambasciata/2022/08/awiso-di-assunzione-di-un-impiegato 6.html

Before Candido Jacuzzi, the concept of a heated whirlpool bath was not unheard of. In fact, many ancient cultures, including the Romans, made use of natural hot 
springs. However, the experience was almost entirely limited to where these hot springs were located. Now, jacuzzis can be installed in any household, whether to 
soothe achy joints or provide relaxation!

Perugia, Grand
Rapids

Italy celebrates a wealth of artists of all mediums who break barriers in their crafts. Francesco Clemente, an Italian painter from Naples, is no exception. In the 1970s 
and 80s, he became one of the key players in the Transavanguardia movement, a branch of Neo-Expressionism, which was marked by figurative art and symbolism.

When photography emerged in the 19th century, artists came from all over to capture Italy's distinct landscape. With this collection of creative minds, techniques like 
"collodion" on glass negatives developed in Italy, modernizing the craft.

Candido Jacuzzi and his family immigrated from Italy to California in the early 1920s, where, driven by their uniquely Italian ingenuity, they began a manufacturing 
company that worked on everything from airplanes to irrigation pumps The jacuzzi, however, started as a personal project—when a family member developed
rheumatoid arthritis, Candido's inventive mind began seeking ways to soothe his joint pain without the need to travel to local hydrotherapy baths.

Check it out
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2022/iul/26/photographer-ferdinando-scianna-interview-sicilv-magnum

As the Eternal Innovator, Italy is full of creative minds that have forever changed the world. Today, let's learn about one of those minds Candido Jacuzzi, patriarch of 
the highly inventive Jacuzzi family, invented ... you guessed it... the jacuzzi!

Now Hiring Italy 

Creative: https: 
//www.canva. 
com/design/DAFJsl6 
VUpc/Oti TaiO-
3w3iwvh 8IBCw/vie 
w? 
utm content=DAFJsl 
6VUpc&utm campai 
gn=designshare&utm 

medium=link&utm 
source=publishsharel 
ink

Every other year, countries from across Europe send their best athletes to participate in @leneuropeanaquatics's European Aquatics Championship—the premier 
European aquatics competition. This year's competition, which took place from August 11-21, was hosted by Italy's @Fedemuoto in Rome! 23 countries competed— 
and Italy took home first place!

"Qui rido io" ( "The King of Laughter") dramatizes the life of beloved Neapolitan actor, playwright and comic theater legend Eduardo Scarpetta, who almost lost his 
life's work in a nasty legal battle that threatened his freedom of expression.

Now, photographers can capture the unique Italian landscape in stunning clarify. Earlier this year, Italian photography Christiano Vendramin won
@naturalhistorymuseum's Wildlife Photographer of the Year contest with a breathtaking picture of Santa Croce Lake in northern Italy. Check it out
https://www.smithsonianmaa.com/smart-news/exDerience-italvs-chillv-winter-landscaDe-and-other-transcendina-wildlife-snaDshots-180979558

In Piero Gilardi's first museum exhibit in the United States, twenty-five selections of his iconic “nature carpets" turn the @magazzino gallery floor into a kaleidoscope 
of colors and texture.

Check out this review of “Tappeto-Natura,” on display until January 2023, in @artinamerica
httDs://www.artnews.com/art-in-america/aia-reviews/down-to-earth-Diero-gilardi-at-magazzino-italian-art-1234636674/

Innovative architecture. Thoughtful civil engineering. Harmony with its surroundings. These are the hallmarks of the Rhaetian Railway in the Albula/Bemina
Landscapes, which connects the Italian town of Tirano to the Swiss town of St. Moritz across the Alps.

The ©icwashingtondc will stream "Qui rido io" starting this Thursday, August 25, through August 29. Register here
it/iic washington/en/oli eventi/calendario/2022/08/streamina-aui-rido-io-the-kina.html

Italy is full of craftsmen of all mediums and all generations. Italian photographer Ferdinando Scianna, who has photographed icons such as Martin Scorsese and shot 
for fashion giants such as Dolce & Gabbana, sat down with @theguardian to discuss his 60-year love affair with the camera, and why he proudly looks to young 
photographers for their insights on the craft.

Notably, Perugia hosts an International Marketplace, devoted to economic engagement with its sister cities. Representatives from Grand Rapids bring traditional 
Michigan products like dried fruits and nuts, buttery caramel com, maple syrup, and products made from cherry wood. 

Happy World Photography Day!

Clemente lived all over the world, including New York City, drawing inspiration from his surroundings and sharing his uniquely Italian creativity with collaborators 
across the globe Learn about Clemente in this feature from @Christies
https://www.christies.com/features/francesco-clemente-a-profile-of-the-italian-painter-12376-1.aspx

Italy shares over 50 sister cities with the United States, each with a unique bond dedicated to celebrating the ties between our two countries. Today, learn about the
bond between Perugia, Italy, and Grand Rapids, Michigan, which have been joined as sister cities since 1992!

Inscribed in 2008, Italy and Switzerland work in cooperation to manage this @UNESCO site as it passes between the two countries.

Join our team! L'Ambasciata d’Italia a Washington DC assume 1 impiegato a contratto temporaneo (6 mesi) per la posizione di assistente amministrativo. 
Scadenza 30 agosto
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Wednesday, August 24 12:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Link autopopulates

12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED

a Washington DC

Thursday, August 25 2:00:00 PM SOCIAL FEED Now Hiring Italy

Friday, August 26 12:00:00 PM GLOBAL FEED FEED 1-5, STORY 4

10:00:00 AM SOCIAL FEED

2:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED

Winners will be recognized at the Italian Scientific Attaches Conference, to be held in Padua on October 2022.

Monday, August 29 4:00:00 PM SCI/ECON FEED Science. She Savs

10:00:00 AM SCI/ECON FEED

Tuesday, August 30 .facebook.eom/IICSanFrancisco/DOSts/Dfbid02NeGQhVMTAneM8XDZ4KavafrTJlDRuKmWNDxdaCQTSMM3HbrCcbnMDLv3W2TVPBf9ll
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In just one week, the 79th @Labiennaledivenezia Film Festival will begin, featuring films from Italy, the United States, France, Iran and more! Have you checked out 
the lineup yet?

This sister city tie was established in 1983, and it's strengthened through a shared dedication to educational excellence, evidenced by the prestigious universities in
both cities. Each year, Padua and Boston share students at both the high school and college level!

Ideas developed not only in arts and culture, but also in mathematics and science. Many of the brightest minds of the 15th century came together in the Historic 
Center of Urbino to develop urban projects, theorize about the universe, and share humanist values.

The "Science, She Says!" Award recognizes outstanding junior female scientists around the world who are making a difference in their chosen field of science or 
technology. Nominees should have an excellent academic and/or scientific career and a recognized track record of research achievements.

Founded in 2007 by several Nobel Prize winners, ISSNAF brings together more than 3,000 scholars, researchers and technologists to connect, empower and 
celebrate the diverse Italian scientific diaspora.

Padua Riverside,
Boston MA

DMV ISSNAF KICK 
OFF 8.30.22
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Additionally, the two cities enjoy cultural exchanges—such as "Padua Week," which features fashion, art, culinary demonstrations, music, and dancing—and business 
agreements between economic development organizations in both regions.

Join our team! L'Ambasciata d’Italia a Washington DC assume 1 impiegato a contratto temporaneo (6 mesi) per la posizione di assistente amministrativo. 
Scadenza 30 agosto

Register here: https://issnaf-dmv. eventbrite.com

Many distinctive architecture types originated in Italy, the Eternal Innovator. One of these structures—the triumphal arch, a free-standing monumental structure 
shaped like an archway—was developed in ancient Rome and has been emulated around the world. During ancient Roman times, these arches commemorated
significant events and victories such as the founding of colonies, the construction of roads or bridges, or significant milestones in the imperial family

Some examples of iconic triumphal arches around the globe include the Arch of Constantine in Rome, Arc De Triomphe in Paris and the Roosevelt Arch at 
Yellowstone National Park in the United States!

[like: https://www.facebook.com/iicwashinqtondc/posts/pfbid02QUkEw6DiLGkihEVoqHNUHz7eKMPGNWo5YtnTaimKChCarYCa77asaP67cBUFE4RDIl

[like: https://’

Urbino’s historic center was inscribed as a @UNESCO site in 1998 due to its humanist influence over all of Europe, and for the Renaissance art and architecture 
preserved there. Now, the Historic Center of Urbino exists as a reminder of the past, with Renaissance elements perfectly intact behind its iconic walls.

Today's the last day to stream Mario Martone's "Qui rido io," which tells the life of beloved Neapolitan actor and playwright Eduardo Scarpetta. Don't miss this
incredible film, which was part of the 78th @Labiennaledivenezia Film Festival in 2021! Check it out
https://iicwashinqton.esteri.it/iic washinqton/en/qli eventi/calendario/2022/08/streaminq-qui-rido-io-the-kinq.html

Take a peek and see if you recognize any of the featured films
https://www.labiennale.org/en/cinema/2022/venezia-79-competition

The United States and Italy share over 50 sister cities that facilitate cross-cultural exchanges across the globe! Today, let's learn about the bond between an East 
Coast giant—Boston, Massachusetts—and a beautiful riverside city—Padua.

Clicca qui per leggere bando e info:
https://ambwashinatondc.esteri.it/ambasciata washinqton/en/sala-stampa/dall ambasciata/2022/08/awiso-di-assunzione-di-un-impieaato 6.html

For a brief period during the Renaissance, one small hill town arose from the remains of a fortified Roman settlement to become one of the major cultural centers of 
Europe. Known as Urbino, its sudden and brief cultural flowering attracted artists and scholars from all over Italy during the 15th century. They brought their ideas 
together before spreading them to the rest of the region and beyond

How do you protect the Made in Italy brand? Davide Calderone, Director of Italy's Association of the Meat and Cured Meat Industry, discusses the prestige of 
Italian charcuterie and provides insights on the importance of identifying an authentic Italian product. Check it out

If you're a scientific leader working in academia or government in the United States, @ltalyMFA.it wants to hear from you!

Nominations are due by September 16. Learn more, https://ambwashinqtondc.esteri.it/ambasciata washinqton/en/sala-stampa/dall ambasciata/2022/08/science-she- 
says-award.html

On Wednesday, September 7, join Ambassador Zappia and distinguished members of the Italian scientific community at the Embassy of Italy to celebrate the creation 
of the new @issnaf chapter in the DC-Maryland-Virginia area!
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